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Africa

T

he IMF released their iconic
World Economic Outlook
last week and said the following about Sub Saharan Africa
In sub-Saharan Africa, growth is expected at 3.4 percent in
2019 and 3.6 percent in 2020, 0.1
percentage point lower for both
years than in the April WEO, as
strong growth in many non-resource-intensive countries
partially offsets the lackluster
performance of the region’s
largest economies.
Higher, albeit volatile, oil prices
have supported the outlook for
Angola, Nigeria, and other oil-exporting countries in the region.
But growth in South Africa
is expected at a more subdued
pace in 2019 than projected in
the April WEO following a very
weak first quarter, reflecting a

larger-than-anticipated impact of
strike activity and energy supply
issues in mining and weak agricultural production.
So after downshifting SSA
growth 0.1% for 2019 and 2020
they have pegged Nigeria at
2.3% and 2.6% and South Africa
at + 0.71% and +1.1%. Nigeria and
South Africa constitute 50% of
SSA GDP.
I think Nigeria will post lower
numbers than projected by the
IMF and worthy of note is that
Both Economies are in fact in
reverse because of Population
growth which is exceeding GDP.
This single Paragraph does not
tell the Story because this year
in 2019 so much has gone on. Let
start with the Geopolitical and
Political dimension.
There has been a significant
advance and intrusion by Middle
Powers [KSA, UAE, Egypt was
always there] into the Horn of
Africa. The ‘’Oudh’’ Spring in
Khartoum met a ‘’red in tooth
and claw’’ Counter-Revolution
and Sudan feels like an African
Fault-line.
Its somewhat counterintuitive
but it is the Al-Sisi Model which is
delivering economic growth of 6%
but I for one think its impossible
to replicate because the cry for
Political Freedom is relentless and

at fever pitch.
Sudan is surely a collision which
is set to repeated elsewhere in
what could morph into a Gladwell
level move not unlike Ebola which
is exponential at its heart.
America feels detached, China
certainly more cautious around its
BRI Loan Book.
Russia has reasserted itself
with its unique bag of Tricks
[Elections,, Weapons and Cash
particularly where there are resources available for swapping].
The United Kingdom will surely
seek a bigger engagement post
Brexit and France and the Future
of the French speaking World is
also in Africa. Quite a sophistical
Policy Tool-Kit is required.India is
a Player too.
At a more granular level, Zimbabwe is a Laboratory Experiment
with Inflation last clocking 176%.
There is a straw and camels
back moment but predicting that
moment is always a Fools Errand.
Centrifugal forces are working
against the mercurial Prime Minister Abiy’s agenda in Ethiopia.
The French speaking countries
like Cote D’Ivoire and Senegal
are in a sweet spot in large part
precisely because of the stability
of the Euro Anchor and at which
very moment they are considering dumping the connection and

launching their own ECO.
President Tshishikedi in the DR
Congo continues to build momentum from a low base. East Africa’s
Infrastructure model [predominantly rail] is finding that the Main
Creditor is not being persuaded to
pony up more cash.
The actual Signal was emitted
at FOCAC 2018 but Policy Makers’
Antennae were scrambled then
and the message did not get
through.
The Message got through at
the third time of asking, in fact.
The Proof of Magafulinomics
will be in the eating and surely
we will know whether the cake
it is baking is a growing one or a
shrinking one.
The overarching and interestingly at a time when the Rest of
the World seems to be embarked
on a process of Fragmentation
and Globalisation coming apart
at the seams, Africa is proudly
moving counter-trend with the
African Continental Free Trade
Area (AfCTA).
Of course, the Devil is in the
Details of the execution and such
things can simply fall apart in a
deluge of Non-Tariff Barriers but
it is a Silver Bullet particularly
if we allow the free circulation
of our People who are natural
Entrepreneurs. Just look outsi-

de, there are markets just about
everywhere.
From an economic Perspective,
balance sheets are fully loaded
and the exposure to Foreign
markets quite high [The SSA
Eurobond market is in excess
of $104b, for example]. Just on
Friday Fitch Ratings revised its
Outlook on South Africa to Negative; Affirms at ‘BB+’.
This is surely a Precursor for
what has to be a deteriorating
Ratings trend line.
For now, with the Developed
World embarked on their own
version of ‘’Voodoo economics’’
with interest rates deep in negative territory, this has created a
benign backdrop for SSA Sovereign Paper because of the Optics
of handsomely positive interest
rates in a world of negative interest rates.
However, the Ratings Trendline
versus Yield compression means
at some point the elastic band will
snap. Zambia of course snapped
earlier in the year.
The best performing stock
market has been South Africa
where the Gold Price move higher
popped Gold and Miners shares.
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Treasury bills indicate unease as
bids rise by Sh1.2 billion in a week
This was Sh16.93 billion lower than bids received in the last week of June

ELIZABETH KIVUVA
@elizabethkivuva

The National Treasury received bids
worth Sh27.2 billion in the week
ending July 25, indicating continued
unease in the market and a skeptical
stand by investors with former National Treasury cabinet secretary Henry
Rotich’s arrest.
Central Bank data showed bids
to the 91-day, 182-day and 364-days
Treasury bills were Sh1.2 billion worth
more compared to Sh26.0 billion received against advertised Sh24 billion
in the week ending July 18.
Treasury accepted bids worth
Sh24.27 billion in the week.
The exchequer also reported increased interest rates on the shortterm investments in the tenure, to
make a 113.5 per cent a performance,
compared 108.4 per cent in the previous week.
The interest rate on yields were 6.59
per cent and 8.99 per cent for the 91day and one-year bills.
This compared to 6.49 per cent and
8.79 per cent in previous week.
The 182-day bills were offered at 7.37
per cent during the week. The marginal increase could indicate the pull for

bidders after rates being on a decline
trajectory for a long time as the government try to avoid expensive debt.
The week’s bids however mark a
huge loss compared to other auctions
where the Treasury received Sh44.13
billion, Sh31.9 billion and Sh59.82 billion in weeks ending July 10, 3 and
June 27 respectively.
However, domestic investors including East African institutions,
commercial banks and individual
investors still show a reserved position
as CBK governor Patrick Njoroge said
there is no need to worry on market’s
concerns after Rotich Arrest on graft
charges.
Rotich was arrested on July 22 together with his Principal Secretary
Kamau Thugge.
They have been charged in connection with Sh46 billion contracts
awarded to an Italian company, CMC
di Ravena, for construction of the
Kimwarer and Arror dam projects in
Elgeyo Marakwet County.
President Uhuru Kenyatta has since
appointed Labour Minister Ukur
Yatani as acting finance minister on
July 24.
During the week, the shilling also
depreciated to 104.05 per dollar, its
lowest level in almost two years.
Njoroge attributed the shilling’s
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weakness to excess liquidity in the
money markets and increased hard
currency demand from private companies.
Other markets also face a slow activity including the secondary equity
markets.
Capital Markets Authority statistical bulletin for three months to June
showed equity turnover was Sh32.89

billion compared to Sh45.25 billion
between January to March, representing a 27.31 per cent decrease.
Similarly, market capitalization
recorded a 3.46 per cent decrease to
Sh2.28 trillion from Sh2.36 trillion
over the period.
Traded volumes followed the same
trend, falling by 3.46 per cent to 1.39
billion compared to 1.08 million.

IS IT POSSIBLE TO
ASK TOO MANY
PEOPLE FOR
ADVICE?
When you need advice, how
many people should you
ask? It’s tempting to get a
lot of opinions — say, from
friends, coworkers, and
mentors — but doing so can
backfire. You won’t be able to
follow everyone’s advice, of
course, and research shows
that those whose advice
you don’t take may have a
worse view of you afterward.
They may even see you as
less competent or avoid you.
(Imagine a senior executive
in your company who is
pleased that you asked her
what to do — and then less
pleased when you don’t do
it.) So the next time you
need advice, think carefully
about who you’re asking and
be transparent about your
goals. Clarify the reason
you are soliciting advice (“I
am hoping to explore all my
options”) and whether you’re
asking others for their view
as well. That way you can set
the tone for the discussion
and the expectations for the
actions you take in the future.

